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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Dire.ctor for Administration 

VIA: Director of Personnel Securit~ 

FROM: I~~~~ ______ ~ ________ ~ 
Chief,~1 ____________________ ~ 

SUBJECT: Team ABC Study Results and 
Polygraph Reform Goals 

SUMMARY 

1. Earlier in the year, the surfacing of the Ames case 
prompted many questions from inside and outside our 
organization regarding the polygraph program's policies and 
procedures. ·One question dealt with whether CIA 

__________ P.91_yg.E_~.Ph.e._f_1? __ J.g..9~~A ___ ~t __ Rgly:gp~ph_ ~h?l~t~. _dj,tf~~eI1t_l~i-. t...n.9t:L ___ _ 
examiners from other agencies. In other words, was there 
any institutional bias od'the part of CIA polygraphers? In 
August 1994 a study withCIA,1 lan~ Iparticipants was 
conducted to answer the question. It became known as the 
Team ABC StU?Y. 

2. This paper, presented in two parts, first offers a 
short report on the 'methodology and results of the Team ABC 
Study. The three primary conclusions of the study are: 
1) there was no evidence to suggest CIA examiners were 
biased in their chart interpretations; 2) examiners from the 
three agencies obtained a significant level of agreement in 
their analysis of the CIA charts used in the study; and 3) 
examiners from the three agencies had statistically 
significant levels of agreement with the original CIA chart 
interpretations, but there was room for much improvement. 

3. The second part of this paper offersl I 
I I reform goals for effecting change In a 
number of areas. Those areas having the greatest corrective 
effects on examiner agreement include: the implementation 
of numerical scoring systems for chart analysis; the , 
establishment of sampling inspections to ensure quality; 
upgrading the iOn-service training program; and employing an 
examiner certification program. Other areas of change in 
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the polygraph program include: modifications to polygraph 
test questions; integration of adjudicators inc=J and close 
interaction with the new Personnel Assessment Center. 

4~ The Office of Personnel Security (OPS) is in the 
process of redefining the polygraph research program. In 
the past, research emphasized the development of 
computerized instrumentation and alternate technologies. 
Now OPS will focus on polygraph validity, reli~bility, 
methodology, and countermeasures.. This long-term plan will 
be coordinated among all research participants within OPS, 
000, and the Intelligence COrnrriunity. 

"Team·ABC Study" 
A Short Report of the Interagency 

Analysis of CIA Periodic Polygraph Examinations 

~~~5~·_.~Internal and external organizations asked~1 __ ~ ______ ~I 
I fhether CIA polygraph outcomes are biased. The 

s-1::-udy-· p£esen1::-ed,"he-re- -was- de·si I§Jneci-. -1::-o-e0v~:t'---en-ly0ne-p0s-s4·b J:.e--- - - -- - -
source of bias: examiners interpretation of polygraph 
exams. This study compares CIA with~ 

L.--~~---,Iand I ~xaminers' 
interpretat~l~o~n~s~~----------------~----------~ 

STUDY DESIGN 

6. Four examiners from the CIA, four from I f and 
four from I Iwere placed into four teams. Threel I 
examiners were placed in one team, three ,CIA examiner'-s-"-in---' 
another, and three~~examiners in a third team. A fourth 
team of examiners was composed of one examiner from each 
agency. 

7. Each examiner· was asked to review independently of 
any other examiners participating in the study 100 CIA 
polygraph examinations randomly selected from all period~c 
examinations conducted between 1988 and 1992. After 
reviewing the polygraph charts and pertinent information 
from the polygraph subject's file, they were required to 
decide whether their interpretation was No Deception 
Indicated (NDI), Deception Indicated (01), or Inconclusive 
(INCL). Team members reviewed together the same polygraph 
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cases they had already reviewed separately. They were 
asked, as a team, to come to a consensus on an 
interpretation. The team consensus is the focus in the 
results section. 

RESULTS 

8. Overall, there appears to be no statistically 
significant difference (p<.78)1 between the proportion of 
~ Inconclusive, and, DI calls made by the CIA, I I 
and Mixed teams (Table 1). Operating under the constraints 
of a blind chart analysis study, CIA polygraph examiners are 
just as likely as examiners from other agencies to conclude 
a polygraph subjedt is Nondeceptive, Deceptive, or 
Inco~clusive. For all 100 cases, agreement betweeri any 
possible pairing of teams varied by only one percentage 
point. 

Table 1 
-·-Distfil:)tltiofiOr-polyg1"aplf·interpl.-~tatlons ---- .~ --. -- ---- -. - --

by study team 

600/. 

50% 

40% 36% 36% 

30% 23% 

20% 

10% 

0% 
NOI INCl 01 

I_CIA -=:J -D DMIXEOI 

1 "pH denotes statistical probability that the result can be attributed 
to chance. Convention sets a value of .05 or less as being considered 
statistically significant, and any value greater than this threshold is 
not statistically significant. The present statistic (p<.78) indicates 
that the differences in proportions of the various polygraph decisions 
among the agencies are not larger than chance expectancies. 
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9. The team <' 

interpretations agreed in 
the 100 cases used in the 
(Table 2). For cases ~o~r,,-,l.=-· "'-""-.......",'-"'-"~ 
dete·rmined by· the CIA 
I Ito be OI, th~~·~==~~~ 
agreement increased to 
dr~pped to 55% for NOI cases; 
Regardless of the type of case, 
however, a test of interrater 
agreement using the Kappa 
coeffici~nt found that there is 
a significant level of agreement 
(p<.OO) among examiners from ·the 
three participating agencies. 
In other words, they agreed at a 
level significantly beyond what 
would be expected by chanc~ 
alone. 

Table 2 
Percent agreement between teams 

by type of case 

90% 

80% 
67% 67% 

70% 

60% 
55% 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 
NDI INeL DI ALL 

--. --- .----.--- ._----------- ._-- .-.-.-~ .. ---~-...-

10. Each team. also 
agreed with the original CIA 
calls significantly mpre than 
expected by chance (p<.OO). 
The Mixed team had the 
highest level of agreement, 
64%, with the original 
interpretations (Table 3~. 
The CIA team's agreement with 
original calls was slightly 
lower at 62%. 

CONCLUSIONS 

11. Using blind.chart 
analysis, CIA polygraph 
examiners make. polygraph 
interpretations consistent 
wi th those of D and I I 
examiners. Thus, no 
institutional bias--or trend 
characterizing one Agency's 
interpretation as distinct· 

Table 3 
Percent agreement between teams 

and original CIA interpretation 

. ..6 4 
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from other agencies'--was evident in this study. 

12. Although agreement in this study is statistically 
significant, it may seem modest as a practical matter. There 
is no ~true" or absolutely correct level of interrater 

'agreement. Reference to scientific professionals' agreement 
in other ,domains (see Table 4) reveals levels of interrater 
agreement comparable to those in this study. Reliab;ility of 
CIA's polygraph intetpretation is consistent with judgment 
reliability in some medicine and psychology studies . 

. Table 4 
,Other Studies of Interrater Agreement 

Classification Topic Percent Agreement Author 

Severity of Retinopathy 61% Woolson (1987) 
-----+ -- .- .- .--_._. __ . --.. - -- - ,- -, - ----_._--_. ---------.----------. ---.----

Psychological Disorders 

Psychological Disorders 

Multiple Sclerosis 

Carcinoma 

Child Aptitude Scoring 

Team Agreement 

CIA Examiner Agreement 

NSA Examiner Agreement 

FBI Examiner Agreement 

56% 

70% 

43% 

64% 

59-86%* ' 

CIA Study 

67% 

62%' 

60% 

54% 

*range based on several different assessment criteria 
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POLYGRAPH REFORM GOALS 

13. The same improvements, say 'in medical diagnosis, 
that could increase reliability also could increase 
consistency in practice among polygra~hers. ~I __ ~ __ ~~ 

I Ihas undertaken a series of initiatives, to increase 
reliapility in CIA's polygraph interpretation. 

14. A program plan .to re-evaluate and modi~number 
of current practices and methods of operation in~as 
resulted from the Ames case, the subsequent Team ABC Study, 
and the ,creation of the Office of Personnel Security in 
October 1994. In order to strengthen, ,improve, and further 
professionalize the polygraph program,c=Jis effecting 
changes in eight areas. The first £our have the greatest 
impact on "reliability": . 

• NUMERICAL SCORING SYSTEMS 

~formerlyemployed a 'more ~ubjective, visual 
. metItocro'T'poTygrapn cnart in:terpretat~ ,'----------- ----. 
I ,I· Obj ecti ve n';lm7Tical ~corlng 1 s 
known to snarply reduce the declSlon varlances 
evidenced in the Team ABC Study. Numerical chart 
evaluations have a number of inherent b~nefits. While 
they are not purely objective, they reduce sUbjectivity 
to acceptable levels that are more easily understood. 
Numerical evaluations improve the reliability of the 
polygraph examination because one examiner'S 
independent evaluation should not vary significantly 
from another examiner's independent evaluation, 'no 
matter when they are applied. Numbers help define and 
explain what an, examiner sees, and an examiner can 
clearly demonstrate how decisions. were made. The final 
number score represents the polygraph examiner's 
professional opinion as to truth or deception, based 
solely on the polygraph tracings. In December 1994 and 
January 1995, all CIA polygraph examiners were 
instructed in recognized objective scoring' techniques, 
and the use of these methods became standard and 
required practice ,for all cases on 10 January 1995. 

• ESTABLISHMENT OF A QUALITY ASSURANCE TEAM 

, 6 
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c=Jhas established a Quality Assurance Team (QAT) 
whose goal ona cross-divisional basis is to eliminate 
errors, constantly improve the polygraph process, and 
improve the product we provide to our customers. Its 
first order of business has been to complete a 
Polygraph Examiner's Manual to serve as a basic 
reference for testing procedures in line with the rest 
of the professional polygraph community. This was 
distributed electronically to all examiners on 20 
December 1994. QAT conducts sampling inspections on 
examinations conducted in each testing branch. If 
errors or non-compliance with technical and 
professional standards are surfaced, immediate feedback 
is provided, and a determination is made as to whether 
corrective instruction ,is required of examiners or 
management. QAT's sampling inspections began in early
Dec~mber 1994. Data must be gathered for a six-month 
period to obtain sufficient information to analyze 
trends. June 1995 is the target date for its first 
analytical report. On 23 December 1994, the Quality 
Coordinator for the Agency reviewed the activities of 

'---------=Q'AT ~md--a-dvised that QAT was on track, taklngarr-the ---,~-----
right measurements, and had a good,feedback system in 
place. 

• TRAINING 

~stablished its own American Polygraph 
Association accredited training school in 1983 to 
prepare students for the conduct of screening 
examinations for CIA applicants. Although the basic 
training for examiners is excellent, and advanced, in
service and specialized training courses have been ' 
conducted, more needs to be.done. Dhas re-evaluated, 
and·is now upgrading, its entire in-service training 
program. By 1 April 1995,c==Jwill implement a formal 
examiner certification program and a program of in
house training in alternate testing techniques. The 
certification program will establish benchmarks for 
initial and periodic polygraph examiner qualifications 
and will better allow the professional progression .and 
competency levels of the examiner cadre to be tracked 
and recorded throughout their careers. To produce a 
cadr~ of examiners ~ith a measurably high level of 
competence, training will be provided in techniques 
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involving different test formats (different question 
types and different order of, questions), as utilized by 
the professional, polygraph community. Examiners will 
be required to be certified in the use of these test 
techniques following the training. Refresher, 
advanced, andspeciaiized training courses will'be 
provided to examiners on a more regular basi:;; in order 
to continu~lly enhance th~ir interpersonal skills, 
subject matter expertise, and CI knowledge. 

• IMPLEMENT ONGOING RESEARCH PROJECTS 

Standardization, reliability, and consistency are key 
issues' in the polygraph process. There has always been 
a need to limit variation in the process. c:::=::Jhas be~n 
involved for years in both the development and 
procurement of computerized pol ra h instruments. 

l.date a computerized scoring 
'------'f----OI1ce,. va 1 i da.:&eGr--t.Re------, 

will be applied to polygraph cases to assist 
examiners in'their interpretation of charts and to 
establish a consistent baseline for chart analysis. 

15. Changes in the following four areas will further 
strengthen the program by streamlining the process, b60sting 
examiner productivity and reducing errors: 

• POLYGRAPH TEST QUESTIONS 

c::=:Jhas, long" 'felt that too many issues/questions 
are covered during test sessions. This directly 
contributes to lower prod~ctivity, higher "bring back" 
rates (examinees, requiring more than one session to 
complete their polygraph examination) and higher than 
desired Inconclusive results. To satisfy its different 
customers over the years,c=Jhas complied with requests 
to cover more t6pics and ask more test questions. 
Narrowing the scope of testing and focusing on 
prioritized issues will increase the accuracy and 
reliability'of the process. It is essential to 
determine whether the' adjudicator/customer can apply 
risk management to establish different thresholds for 
the issues. c=Jhas initiated a formal review of both 
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the issues covered and the specific test question~ 
utilized on all test types. I Ireview is first 
addressing changes that can be made internally, such as 
combining issues or clarifying the focus or scope of 
the issues. 

• INTEGRATION OFI 
IPERSONNEL 

eeds to better understand 
needs and 

~p-r-o~b-l~e-m--s-.~----------~-e-e~d--t-o~b-e~t-t-e-r--u~nderstand whatc==J 
can and cannot ,do. .In the past, they have both placed 
representative~ Ifor consultation with examiners 
during the conduct of their cases. The representa
tives' guidance has prevented the continuation of 
unnecessary or unwarranted testing. The representa
tives. havinq ,a. better unde.rstandinq of thresholds D 

I ' . I were able to 
prevent elicitation of information that is not used in 

-------------,a?'t-dFl-j-ttd-ie-a-1:±otts-;---B-e-1:te-r-eOmmttn-i-e-at-~ween_exa'm_.:i:ftei:'S_---·- - - -. 
and adjudicators will lead to a streamlined polygraph 
process that is speedier and more efficient for the 
examiner and the polygraph subject and will provide the 
adjudicator with the information needed. This process 
is currently being reimplemented. 

• INTERACTION WITH THE PERSONNEL ASSESSMENT CENTER 

c==Jhas establishedr-a=-~c~l~o~s~e~w~o~r~k~l~'n~-=~~~~==~-, 
with the newly created 
to ensure that polygrap~-=e=x=a=m=1~n~e~r~s~a~r~e~====~~~~~~ 
guidance and integrated background information to 
each polygraph examination in order to achieve 
highest level of effectiveness possible. 

• RECRUITMENT 

The quality o~- the CIA's polygraph program is 
certainly no ~tronger than the quality of the examiners 
interact).ng with polygraph subjects on a daily basis. 
It is just as important today as it has been in the. 
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past.to select the absolute best polygraph examiner 
candidates the Agency has to offer. We need to 
continually analyze our existing skills mix against 

. what we need to most effectively meet customer needs. 
We need to look closely at candidates with' ,-
training and experience. We test a diverse population. 
It is in our best interests to have a more diverse 
examiner corps. In trying to recruit for the future, 
we will seek ex~miner candidates with diverse 
occupational and personal backgrounds to better 
represent this Agency. A class ofc==Jstudents is 
projected for the next Basic Polygraph Examiner Course 
in early-1995 . 

.--__ ~1"'_6>LL. ---,-I __ JJ--,-O,-"u"-'!I'll it y Assurance Team and ,---I _______ -----' 

I jwill be the leading players in the reform 
process for the polygraph program. The eight areas 
identified above are ones thatDha·s recognized as 

. deserving attention. Our task 1S to have a completed plan 
by 1 April 1995 and to systematically work that plan. We 
may make adjustments ~long the way, but we are working 

-------.t--o-'w=-a-r---;d- an obj ecti ve. That obj ecti ve, in simplistic form, i-s----·_----
a quality product that ~~ can. justify-against standards, 
delivered by knowledgeable, skilled professional exami.ners; 
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DA/OPSI (7 February 1995) 
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